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Introduction 
 
In preparation for proposing a Lustre filesystem to support the USNO Difx correlator 
NRAO performed a series of tests to expose any compatibility issues between Difx and 
Lustre and to measure the sustainable correlation rate in an environment similar to the 
planned system. 

Lustre Overview 
 
Lustre is a distributed parallel filesystem originally developed by Sun Microsystems™ 
and used extensively in HPC environments.  A typical Lustre installation consists of a 
Metadata Servers (MDS) which stores file layout, permissions, ownership, etc 
information and one or more Object Storage Servers (OSS) that store the actual block 
data.  An OSS typically hosts multiple Object Storage Targets (OST) which are local disk 
(typically RAID) filesystems.  Total throughput and volume is the sum of all OSTs across 
all OSSes. 
 
Lustre can be configured to write a file entirely to one OST or to stripe files across 
multiple OSTs and OSSes.  Optimal file striping is a function of number of OSTs, OSSes, 
clients and file access patterns.   
 
The filesystem is typically connected to clients via a high speed network such as 10Gbit 
Ethernet or 40Gbit Infiniband.  Lustre I/O traverses the network as 1MB RPC requests.  
Lustre is not efficient at small random I/O whereas Difx, with larger >1MBsequential 
reads should be a natural fit. 

Test Environment 
 
The test environment consisted of a Lustre filesystem, the 20 node VLBA Difx correlator 
and a 2nd separate 15 node Difx test correlator.  
 
The Lustre filesystem was configured as a single MDS and three OSSes.  Each OSS 
hosted 4 OSTs, each OST was configured as a 4+2 RAID-6 array using six 4TB Western 
Digital RE4 disks and a 3Ware 9750-8i RAID controller.  Each OST therefore provide 
14.5TB1 of space and ~450MB/s I/O throughput.  Total filesystem volume across all 12 
OSTs was 175TB and a theoretical aggregate I/O limit of 5.4GB/s. 
 
                                                 
1 4+2 RAID-6 is effectively 4 data disks and 2 parity disks.  Minor round off and filesystem overhead result 
in 14.5TB RAID sizes rather than 16TB. 



Initial tests involved the VLBA Difx correlator with a mix of 20 nodes with older 
generation dual Intel E5420 (4 core 2.5Ghz) and X5650 (6 core 2.4 Ghz) processors. 
 
Later tests involved 15 compute nodes pulled from the EVLA post processing cluster to 
act as a Difx correlator.  Each node has 64GB of memory and dual 8 core 2.6GHz Intel 
E5-2670 processors (vs dual 8 core 2.9GHz E5-2690 processors in the USNO correlator).   
 
The test systems were connected via a 40Gbit Infiniband network.  Note that a 10Gbit 
network is not capable of sustaining the potential data rate of 1.8 GB/s per OSS. 

Test Description 
 
Two independent benchmarks were performed: Iozone to measure the real I/O limit 
between the cluster nodes and the Lustre filesystem and Difx to measure the practical 
limit. 
 
Iozone is a common benchmark utility to measure I/O limits in cache, memory, disks and 
fileystems.  It supports options to account for caching and buffer effects as well as 
options to mimic I/O request size, total I/O, concurrency (threads) and other parameters 
to mimic specific application (e.g. Difx) I/O.   Tests were performed to verify the read 
rates of individual OSTs (RAID arrays), individual OSSes and aggregate rate across all 
OSSes.  Tests were performed with 1, 2 and 8MB I/O sizes to mimic Difx bulk reads. 
 
Difx tests were performed using data from 9 VLBA stations with 9 nodes designated as 
readers and all nodes designated as correlator nodes.  The data was looped repeatedly and 
transmitted in round robin fashion (i.e. each reader eventually read all station data) to 
avoid caching effects on the read clients. 
 
I/O rates were directly measured at the OSS block device and OSS network interface, 
directly reported by Iozone and deduced in Difx tests by total data/elapsed time.  
Reported rates were consistent across all measurements except for initial Difx tests where 
client caching effects resulted in inconsistencies between the device measurement and the 
Difx calculated rate. 

Results (highlights) 
 
For brevity we will only cover the more enlightening results rather than all tests in their 
entirety. 
 
Initial Iozone tests were well below the expected value and exposed multiple 
configuration problems: specifically hyper-threading enabled on OSSes, block device 
read ahead set to default of 256KB rather than 4MB, default RAID card command queue 
depth set to 32 rather than 256.  
 



Final tuned Iozone tests showed consistent behavior across all 12 OSTs when tested 
individually with an average read rate from a single client of 450MB/s +/- 20MB/s on 
each OST.  Tests reading from all 4 OSTs on each OSS gave a sustained rate of 1.5GB/s 
per OSS, slightly less than the 1.8GB/s expected value.  A full test reading from all 12 
OSTs in parallel gave an aggregate rate of 4.2GB/s, well below the theoretical limit of 
5.4GB/s and slightly below the implied limit of 4.5GB/s given the 1.5GB/s per OSS 
measurements.   
 
Initial Difx tests were also well below expected values and exposed further problems: 
client limits of the VLBA correlator vs EVLA compute nodes, data file layout and read 
pattern limits. 
 
With the final tuned Lustre filesystem and using the faster EVLA compute nodes across 9 
stations we were able to sustain 2.2GB/s read rates.  That specific test carefully aligned 
one read client per OST, we suspect that a 12 station test utilizing all 12 OSTs would 
experience a 2.8GB/s rate.  That rate is still slower than the original theoretical limit of 
5.4GB/s or even the IOzone measured limit of 4.2GB/s but close to the target rate of 
3GB/s. 

Conclusions 
 
The tests conclusively showed that using Lustre to supply correlation data is a practical 
solution.  No special modifications to Difx were necessary.   
 
Unfortunately the tests exposed some unresolved issues with the Lustre configuration. 
During IOzone and Difx tests individual OSSes were incapable of driving all 4 OSTs at 
full speed.  The problem appears to be two fold: 
 

1. The RAID cards used do not support 1MB I/Os, each I/O request is broken into 
smaller 128KB commands which causes increased latency in the OSS I/O threads. 

2. The motherboard and/or PCI-E bus is not capable of driving all four RAID cards 
and the Infiniband card in parallel.  This should not be a limit and implies some 
form of misconfiguration in the BIOS or kernel. 

 
In addition the tests exposed a limitation in Difx I/O pattern.  Each read client obtains 
data from its station file in parallel with the other clients.  This means the realized rate is 
not the sum of each reader’s rate but the slowest reader’s rate times the number of 
readers.  This limitation is intrinsic to the correlation process as correlation requires data 
from all antennas for a particular timeslice to be brought together.  
 
This I/O pattern limit doesn’t preclude reaching the 3GB/s target rate but will require 
very careful file layout and system health checks to prevent one station file or one RAID 
array overly limiting aggregate I/O rate. 
 
Further tests (including examining other RAID controllers) as well as further discussion 
as to the exact nature of the 3GB/s target rate, and scaling effects (e.g. adding more lustre 



OSSes increases size and performance) are necessary prior to final agreement on the 
proposed contract extension.  NRAO will be losing access to the test Lustre filesystem so 
final tests will need to be made part of the contract proposal. 
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